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Condemnation

Commendation

M

any a time, our Endangered Properties Program regional
directors have slowly opened doors emblazoned with the
word “condemned.” First, you pause, bracing yourself for

what you’re going to find inside. Is it safe? Can it be saved?

Ironically condemnation can sometimes be an ally for preservation, forcing
owners to get off the dime. Some of our most dramatic rescues have made the
journey from condemnation to commendation. We look forward to witnessing the
revival of several condemned properties rescued by PNC this year.
It’s been a busy year for PNC and for historic preservation in North Carolina.
The biggest news for 2015? The reinstatement of the North Carolina historic
rehabilitation tax credits. The new tax credits will probably stimulate $500 million
in additional historic renovation over the next four years.
The use of the tax credits prior to their expiration at the end of 2014 was
stunning. Between January 2014 and August 2015, applications for $382,519,172
of eligible rehabilitation expenditures were processed by the NC Historic
Preservation Office. This magnitude of investment would have been inconceivable
back in 1993 when we first initiated the NC tax credits. They’ve truly changed
North Carolina.
Several large gifts and a loan this year have pushed PNC into new territory.
You’ll read more about a $500,000 low-interest loan from The 1772 Foundation
of Newport RI for our work in the Loray Mill Village in Gastonia and an
anonymous $200,000 gift for work in Goldsboro. We also received a $235,000
bequest from Elizabeth Moore (Betsy) Ruffin of Raleigh, as well as several
generous gifts of real estate.
These new financial resources are allowing PNC to spread its reach even
further.
As you read ahead, you’ll see why we truly need your support this
winter—whether cash, modest monthly installments, stocks, property,
planned gifts, you name it—to continue our bold preservation work.
Prepare to be inspired!

Myrick Howard
President
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Donated Properties

S

Halifax County, the
ales of donated
Cellar also has a rich
historic (or
political legacy. The
non-historic)
Georgian-style house
properties enable
was built by Joseph
the ongoing work of
Branch in 1811. In
Preservation North
1825, the Branches
Carolina. This year
hosted the Marquis
we were fortunate
de Lafayette, who is
to sell several
Cellar Plantation Documentary
Photo
said to have spoken
donated properties.
to townspeople from
Cumulatively these
the porch balcony.
properties provided
Mary and Andrew
PNC about $250,000
Doran from Jersey
with which to do
City, NJ, weathered
more preservation
an agonizing
work.
nine-month loan
Besides the money,
application process
the gifts also serve
to purchase the
PNC’s mission by
Long House
Cellar. They have
letting us find new
strong preservation
buyers to care for the
roots. Andrew’s father, Dennis, serves
donated houses, subject to protective
on the board of the Jersey City
covenants.
Landmarks Conservancy and gives
In 1979, Jim and Doris Kovach of
architectural walking tours. We admire
Arlington, VA, purchased the Cellar
the Dorans’ persistence and look
Plantation in Enfield from PNC.
forward to their stewardship of this
The Kovachs renovated the house
important landmark.
and enjoyed it for family gatherings,
Richard and Linda Mechling of
weekends and vacations for more than
Wilmington had previously purchased
thirty years. In 2013, realizing that
from PNC the Gov. Charles B. Aycock
they were no longer able to enjoy the
home, they generously donated it back House in Goldsboro, home of one
of the state’s most notable (and
to PNC.
now controversial) governors. The
One of the most architecturally
significant early 19th-century houses in Mechlings started work on the large
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Aycock House
house, restoring much of the exterior,
preparing the interior for renovation,
and returning the governor’s law
office to its original site on the
property. However, they concluded
that they couldn’t finish the job, so
they generously donated the property
back to PNC so we could find new
buyers. Jonathan Zodun of Parksley,
VA, and his family have purchased the
landmark and quickly picked up work
on the house. Funds from the sale of
the Aycock House will help us stabilize
two other Goldsboro neighborhood
landmarks.
Rep. Mitch Setzer generously
donated to PNC a family house, the
1892 Thomas Walter Long House in
the Catawba Historic District. Despite

Wi n t e r 2 0 1 5 – 2 0 1 6

In a Class of their Own

asbestos siding and
some fire damage, we
saw potential in the
ornate Victorian house
which, when built,
reflected a grander,
more ornate scale of
residential construction
than Catawba had
previously seen. Cory
and Emily Schrum, our
buyers, also saw the
potential, and they are
off-and-running with
the renovation of their
new family home.
Several more
property donations
and bargain sales (a
sale at less than fair
market value, allowing
the owner to take
a deduction for the
reduced sales price) are in the pipeline
at this time. These transactions will
be finalized when we have a buyer in
hand.
Own a historic house that you
may need help with? Please consider
donating it to Preservation North
Carolina—during your lifetime or
beyond (i.e., through your will or
other planned gift). The gift will
provide you a charitable deduction,
and it will also make you feel good.
Not only will you get the satisfaction
of knowing that you’ve helped one of
your favorite charities (maybe even
your favorite!?), you’ll know that your
property will be properly cared for—
now, and long into the future.
5
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Distinctive Properties
Across the State

S

ince the founding of our revolving properties to PNC without going
fund in 1975, we’ve always said
through an upset bid process, a process
that we take on the important
which creates great uncertainty. The
historic properties that no one else will, variety of these projects highlights the
and this year that’s been true with a
versatility of this legislation.
vengeance.
Located adjacent to the renowned
PNC’s idea of a building in good
historic Chowan County Courthouse
condition is a stretch for most folks.
in the heart of downtown Edenton, the
Our typical house for sale may not have old Hotel Hinton served for years as
viable mechanical systems or functional county offices. After the county vacated
bathrooms and kitchen, and it may even the building, PNC was given a chance
have a structural problem or two. And
to find a buyer for the vacant former
yet, we think it’s feasible and worth
hotel, the tallest building downtown.
saving.
The old hotel had numerous challenges,
Our strong suit is figuring out
from parking to expiring tax credits. A
how to pull it all together to make
development group out of Kill Devil
preservation work. In 2015, three large
Hills, SAGA, put together plans to
projects and a much smaller one were
convert the old hotel into (ta da!) an
enabled by legislation that allows local
elegant new boutique hotel. The project
governments to sell surplus historic
barely penciled out without the state
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credits, but the developers made the
leap anyway with fingers crossed for the
new credits. With a newly refurbished
downtown hotel, Edenton is certain
to enjoy a new boost for its growing
heritage tourism industry.
The 1966 old Chapel Hill Public
Library has a new owner, thanks to
collaboration between the Town of
Chapel Hill and PNC. The library,
designed by locally prominent architect
Don Stewart, is a fine example of midcentury Modernism. The new buyer,
UNC’s College of Arts and Sciences
Foundation, a private fundraising
arm for the university, will restore the
building for its offices and for donor
development, a fine low-impact use
that ensures its long-term maintenance.
After all, the university won’t want its
fundraising office to look too scruffy.
My, how time flies. The library was only
five years old in 1971 when the Chapel
Hill Historic District was nominated to
the National Register, then brand new.
The house next door was described as
“Campus-Pseudo-Eclectic.” Remember
that style?
Albemarle Graded School - Central
Elementary School, Albemarle’s first
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Working to Save

Chapel Hill Public Library
public school, is going to be renovated
for elderly housing by Landmark
Assets of Winston-Salem, which has
worked with PNC on many similar
projects. The 1900 building, initially
served white students from first grade
through high school, was subsequently
enlarged three times, including an
austere, Modernist, brick wing designed
by prominent Raleigh architect William
Henley Deitrick. Known as Central
Central Elementary School, Albemarle
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Queen Anne House, Raleigh
A modest 1919 Queen Anne-style
house just a few blocks from the center
of downtown Raleigh was renovated
by former PNC regional director, Jason
Queen, and sold subject to PNC
covenants to Matthew Munoz and Lara
O’Brien. Matt is the chief design officer
at New Kind, a branding consultancy
firm, and Lara is a Principal Ballerina
with the Carolina Ballet. The surplus

property statute was used so that PNC
could acquire the adjacent property
from the City of Raleigh, eliminate a
boundary encroachment, and facilitate
the construction of a new house that’s
in scale with its neighbor.
Sometimes it takes a while to find
our perfect buyers. How about seven
years? The Lewis-Hoover House in
Thomasville is an unusually early and
significant property in the Salem Street
National Register Historic District.
Home to two Thomasville mayors, the
house was in dire need of renovation.
Despite the long marketing period,
our friends in Thomasville never gave
up. They wanted to make sure that
this pivotal structure wasn’t lost and
helped PNC in numerous ways to
keep hope alive for the landmark.
Enter the exuberant buyers, Scott Ford
and Marybeth Tilicky, who are so
excited to start work on the house that
Marybeth kept a daily countdown clock
on her desk! They have started work
on the house and are already making
Thomasville their home.

Hoover House, Thomasville, with new owners (inset)

The Aunt Vonnie West
rural houses, fixing them
House and West’s Mill
up, and then moving
Post Office in Cowee
on to do another. Sadly,
(Macon County) are
after starting work on
the kind of structures
the Cheek House, Wade
you think of when you
passed away unexpectedly.
visualize old houses along
Alone, Darrell languished.
the back roads deep
After Darrell’s death, his
in the mountains. Not
family came back to PNC
Aunt Vonnie West House
architectural gems, but
to find a buyer for the
special places nonetheless. and West’s Mill Post
partially restored Cheek
Office, Cowee
It takes visionary buyers
House. We quickly found
to appreciate how important these
terrific buyers, Brenda and Lant Elrod,
ordinary places are. The Land Trust
to complete the job that Wade and
for the Little Tennessee recognized the
Darrell started. Given their creative
property’s significance and worked with
backgrounds – he’s a Creative Director
PNC to search for those special buyers,
at John Deere and she’s a designer – the
Dan and Darlene Carey from Yulee,
house promises to provide one of the
FL. The Careys plan to create a history
most dramatic before-and-after images
room that explores Cowee’s unique
that we’ve ever had.
history.
We thank our intrepid buyers for
At the opposite end of the state
their preservation resolve in rescuing
and the architectural spectrum, the
these truly needy properties. Thanks,
James A. Cheek House in rural Warren
too, to our donors for making the work
County is truly an architectural gem
of our revolving fund possible for 40
with its high-style Federal woodwork.
years.
PNC’s work with the Cheek House
in 2015 was a return
Cheek House, Warren County, with before photo (inset)
engagement,
accompanied
by a tinge of
sadness. The house
had been a longvacant abandoned
house when it was
purchased in 1997
by Wade Yarborough
and Darrell Poovey.
Wade and Darrell
were well-known in
preservation circles
for tackling tough
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Elementary School since the late 1930s,
the complex remained in use until
November 2007. Sadly Rex Todd, who
conceived this project, was killed in an
automobile accident in 2014. Its revival
by Landmark will be a tribute to Rex’s
preservation commitment.

Cheek House
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Preservation Easements

Fadum House, Raleigh

A

crazily diverse set of historic
properties were protected in the
last year by owners willing to
place their properties under preservation
easements held by PNC. These
easements are intended to make sure
that historic properties are protected in
perpetuity.
This year, the properties ranged
from high-style landmarks to remote
log cabins, from Federal-style to MidCentury Modern. One of the benefits
of easements is that they can be adapted
to a wide range of property types and
owner objectives.
Nick and Julia Fountain placed
an easement on the Fadum House in
Raleigh, a Mid-Century Modern house
designed by James Fitzgibbons, one of
the early faculty members of NCSU’s
College of Design. The small house
overlooks the Carolina Country Club,
where vacant lots fetch high dollars. The
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easement will assure that the Fadum
House isn’t someday destroyed to make
way for a much larger new house.
The Flowers-Wooten-Holmes
House in Mount Olive is an elegant
two-story 1885 Italianate house
attributed to noted architect G. S. H.
Appleget, a New Jersey native. During
the 20th century, its long-time owner,
Robert Peele Holmes, founded the
North Carolina Camellia Society
and cultivated new camellia varieties,
some of which are still growing on
the grounds today. Its current owners,
Connie Wells and Gene Lilley, restored
the home and placed a preservation
easement on the property prior to their
seeking a buyer to continue its care.
Built sometime around 1835
(the precise date is elusive) with fine
transitional Federal-Greek Revival
detailing, the Randle House is a
rare well-preserved survivor of the
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Protected!

“plantation society”
hall late-Federal
of Stanly County.
house. It was
In the mid-19th
later enlarged
century the
with a Greek
county was mainly
Revival addition
home to yeoman
that changed
farmers, but a few
the house to a
plantations thrived
center-hall plan.
along the Pee Dee
Asa Biggs served
River. Much of the Randle House, Stanly County
as a U.S. Senator,
Randle property
member of the
was submerged in
U.S. House of
the 1920s when
Representatives,
Lake Tillery was
Federal judge,
developed. Mary
and state
Lou Harned, the
legislator. The
owner of the
house was
Randle House, have
restored as a
generously placed
museum by the
an easement on the
Martin County
house and close to
Historical
Asa Biggs House, Williamston
seventeen acres of
Society, which
land to make sure that
like many other
this important house is preserved in its
groups operating local house museums
undeveloped setting.
is struggling with what to do with the
Also built in 1835, the Asa Biggs
property. The easement to PNC is a first
House in Williamston, the county seat
step toward making sure that the house
of Martin County, started out as a sideis cared for in the future.
Flowers-Wooten-Holmes house, Mount Olive
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The Craig Farmstead, established in
intensive development for the textile
1852 in southeastern Gaston County,
industry. Wilma and Bill Craig placed a
has remained in the Craig family since
preservation easement on the buildings
its construction. Known as Craigland,
on the property, after previously
the original small one-story house
protecting the farmland with an
survives intact. A second house was
agricultural conservation easement.
constructed in 1886 in the bracketed
The Sandhills Woman’s Exchange
Italianate-style by Lawson Henderson
in Pinehurst is the last of a dying
Stowe, a local Gaston County housebreed of stores run by the women of a
builder. The
community.
Sandhills Woman’s Exchange, Pinehurst
numerous
No more than
standing
two dozen still
outbuildings
exist across
comprise an
the United
important
States, and
and now
the Sandhills
rare agrarian
Woman’s
resource in
Exchange
a county
has been in
which
existence for
experienced
nearly 100
12

pastures, woodlands, and a section
of Ox Creek are all included in the
easement, which protects 54 acres. In
the National Register nomination for
the farm, Laura Phillips wrote: “The
property retains its historic agricultural
setting, with the house facing Ox
Creek Road on a hill above Ox Creek
and its bottom lands, now used as
pastureland; its garage, outhouse,
garden, springhouse, and barn all
located in proximity to the house;
and the rocky mountainside south of
(behind) the house containing pastures
and woodlands, as it did originally.”
It’s a rare and remarkable place in the
mountains, not far from Asheville.
The owners of the Williamson House
in Hamlet wanted to make sure that
their family home was protected before
putting it up for sale. A fine example
of Colonial Revival architecture, the
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Craig Farmstead, Gaston County

years. In 2014, the group announced
its plans to shut down the nonprofit
business. Exchange members further
feared for the future of the c.1810 log
cabin with a log-and-mud chimney that
was moved in 1895 by James W. Tufts
to a prime location in Pinehurst. In
order to preserve the cabin, the group
agreed to place the property under a
PNC easement. News of the pending
closure brought forward an outpouring
of support and shoppers to give the
exchange a new lease on life. So now
the cabin is protected, and the exchange
is still in business. Win-win.
Dr. John G. and Nannie Barrett
Farm (Ox-Ford Farm) in Weaverville
(Buncombe County) is a bed-andbreakfast and working farm operated by
a retired doctor, Dr. Edith Hapke, who
is truly an inspiration. The vernacular
1895 house, numerous outbuildings,
Ox-Ford Farm, Weaverville
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Ask—

and Ye Shall Receive

A
Williamson House, Hamlet
house was constructed around 1920
across the street and one block down
by Dr. Bious Wingate Williamson and
from the Banker’s House (protected
his new bride, Mildred Bakersfield,
by PNC in the 1990s) and just down
whose parents lived next door. While
from the Guffey House (which was
working in Wilmington for the Atlantic
relocated to avert demolition by PNC
Coast Line Railroad as a clerk, the
Board Member Melanie Graham in
young Williamson had been inspired
2013). This street has been challenged
to become a dentist by his Sunday
by absentee landlords and creeping
School teacher.
commercial zoning.
He achieved great
The renovations of
prominence in
the three properties
Hamlet, where
now protected
he served in
by easements
numerous civic
will help stabilize
and business
the historic
positions.
neighborhood. The
In downtown
Bakers now own
506 North Lafayette, Street, Shelby
Shelby, PNC
seven properties
buyers Jim and
under PNC
Debbie Baker bought three more houses easements or covenants!
for renovation and placed them under
Preservation easements are a great
PNC’s protective easements. This time
tool for ensuring the preservation of
the Shelby dynamos have helped lock
important historic properties. Give us
down houses on North Lafayette Street
a call about protecting your historic
–close to the Dr. Victor McBreyer House property with an easement.
(a PNC property from the 1980s),
14

s amply demonstrated by the work described herein, PNC
works all across North Carolina. Our staff crisscrosses the state,
at all hours, on back roads and interstate highways.
This spring we asked our friends for funds to buy two or three
new-to-PNC used cars, and you responded. Within hours of our
first email blast, we had almost received enough for the first car.
After sending out a snail mail solicitation, we were inundated by
your generosity.
We received nearly $40,000 for the purchase of three cars, two of
which were sold to PNC at reduced prices.
We are resting easier knowing that our staff members are driving
safe and reliable vehicles once again! Thank you so much.

captions?
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$2.15 billion

Eligible Investments in
Historic Properties using
NC Tax Credits

3,428
Number of completed NC
Tax Credit Projects

$93,823
Total Cost of Insurance for
PNC (2014)

16

13
Number of Full-Time PNC
Employees

4,200
Number of Acres under
PNC covenants or
easements

737
Number of historic
properties under PNC
covenants or easements

$65.8 million

Money raised by PNC since
1985 to do preservation
work

$1,427 million

PNC Operating Budget for
2015
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By the Numbers

$2 million

Restoration, reconstruction,
and archaeology
expenditures (approximate)
at the Bellamy Mansion in
Wilmington since 1993

$2.57 million

Size of PNC’s Endowment
185
Number of active volunteers
at the Bellamy Mansion
Museum

27,000
Projected number of visitors
in 2015 at the Bellamy
Mansion Museum
19
Number of lectures and
workshops at the Bellamy
Mansion during the last
year

17
Number of historic
properties owned by PNC
on December 31, 2014
198
Affordable housing units
owned by LLCs managed
by PNC

125,000
Unique visitors to
PreservationNC.org
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The Floodgates Open
Goldsboro

Grantham-Baker House, Goldsboro
houses from PNC in 2014. Our new
buyer plans to renovate the house so
that he and his wife can retire there.
The Stanton-Platt-Blalock House,
a 1912 Victorian next door to the
Thompson House, to Chris Ardelt, a
carpenter/contractor from Denver
who sees business opportunities for
renovation in Goldsboro. After moving
to Goldsboro, Chris didn’t waste any
time. Within a week, he was already
helping PNC clear out debris from the
Paul Borden House.
The Traylor-Peacock House, a
Victorian house across from the side of

Molly Smith Thompson House, Goldsboro

I

n the spring of 2014, PNC
pondered with its allies about what
to do about Goldsboro. During the
recession, our downtown neighborhood
revitalization project there had lost
momentum. Houses just weren’t selling;
showings were few and far between. The
operative question was “how do we get
this ox out of the ditch?”
With some strategic tweaks we
redoubled our efforts. Then, late in
the summer of 2014, the offers started
coming in. And they continued…and
continued. Since August 2014, PNC
has closed on eight houses. In the last
twelve months, we have sold:

18

The Molly Smith Thompson House,
a large 1901 Victorian house that
had been stripped back to the studs,
to Brenda Contreras of Goldsboro.
The tight-knit Contreras family is
deeply involved in the construction
industry. They began major work on
the Thompson House within weeks
of buying it and can often be seen
working on the house during nights and
weekends.
The Grantham-Baker House, a 1902
Four Square across the street from
the Thompson House, to Jibril Moore
from Monroe County, PA, a cousin of
Terrence Byrdsong, who bought three

the Thompson House, to Paul Wilhite,
an architect from the Bay Area in
California.
Having four houses sell within just
a few feet of each other (and close to
others sold previously) will help anchor
a critical corner in the neighborhood
and stimulate even more renovation.
We’ve all seen it before.
But, of course, it’s never that simple.
This spring, two major Goldsboro
landmarks that had previously been
condemned were placed on the list for
immediate demolition. Keep reading.
Traylor-Peacock House, Goldsboro
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in Need of Rescue

(aka: Why We Need Your Support)

on the city’s condemnation process, and
by Richard and Linda Mechling of
quickly finding buyers with sufficiently
Wilmington. The generosity has been
deep pockets to fix major structural
extraordinary.
problems would be next to impossible.
Work is now underway to stabilize
PNC pivoted to the approach of
the Best House and the Borden House.
acquiring the two
Of course, much more
houses and finding the
fundraising will be
Renovation
funding to stabilize
required as the funds in
them. Ownership
hand won’t fully complete
begets renovation, the stabilization of the
interests in both houses
were donated. An
two houses. We’ll go as far
anonymous donor
as
we can with every last
which begets
gave PNC a $200,000
penny we are able to raise.
grant for the project,
By then, we hope
even more
and other foundations
to find buyers for a pair
(Hillsdale Fund of
of stable landmarks
renovation.
Greensboro and the
that are surrounded by
Borden Fund and
other renovations in
Borden Foundation
progress. Then, in turn,
of Goldsboro) have provided almost
these two houses will stimulate further
$40,000 more. An additional source
neighborhood revitalization.
of funds fell into our laps: the gift of
Renovation begets renovation, which
the Gov. Charles B. Aycock House
begets even more renovation
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Two Condemned Houses

M. J. Best House, Goldsboro
Paul Borden House, Goldsboro

A

couple of hundred feet from
that newly anchored corner in
downtown Goldsboro, a fine
house that suffered a major fire was added
to the city’s list for imminent demolition.
The Paul Borden House, associated
with one of the most prominent families
of Goldsboro, is sited on a large lot,
complete with a playhouse out back.
The house had been converted into
apartments years ago, and its owner from
Hampton, VA dreamed of returning to
Goldsboro and renovating the house
for his retirement. A fire destroyed that
dream.

20

On the other side of downtown, the
M. J. Best House, another landmark built
by a prominent Goldsboro family, was
also added to the demolition list. PNC
had sold the house with covenants several
years ago, but neither the first buyers nor
the second had made real progress on its
renovation. With condemnation action
underway, PNC started through the legal
process to repurchase the property.
The potential loss of these two
landmarks called for a different approach
for PNC. Going out and finding buyers
to renovate these damaged houses
wouldn’t work. Time was running out
21

A City Neighborhood
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in Need of Rescue

(aka: Why We Need Your Support)

Benjamin King House, Durham

E

ast Durham is where PNC first
jettisoned its own long-held policy
about not renovating properties
before selling them. Working to stabilize
a struggling historic urban neighborhood
is completely different from finding a
buyer for a rural landmark, and it requires
different strategies.
With a generous low-interest loan from
the A.J. Fletcher Foundation of Raleigh,
PNC has fully renovated and sold four
completely derelict houses in East Durham.
We’ve found terrific buyers for the houses,
mainly young first-time homebuyers.
Most recently, the Benjamin King
House has illustrated the hazards of this
strategy. Next door to one of our earlier
houses, the King House was a charming
little vacant bungalow with a hole in the
roof and an absentee owner. When the
house was finally put on the market, PNC
snapped it up for $13,000. A chance to
build on a success next door.
PNC bid out the renovation job, hired
a contractor and started work. Well into
the rehab, the contractor changed its
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estimate to complete the project, and
quickly the contractor and PNC faced an
impasse.
One has to be philosophical: our first
four renovations in East Durham went
remarkably smoothly. Our streak of good
luck was bound to end. We’re hiring
another contractor to finish the work, not
what you want to do mid-stream.
Two more empty East Durham houses
are in the early stages of renovation
by PNC. We hope that the improving
housing market, catalyzed by PNC’s work,
will help us dig out from the King House
fiasco.
When you’re out on a limb,
occasionally the limb snaps. You pick
yourself up, dust yourself off, and keep
going, with an eye on the prize.
If we succeed with our groundbreaking
work in East Durham, we will help
transform the large economically distressed
historic district into a stable, safe, truly
integrated neighborhood—and lead the
way for others to do the same. That’s
worth a tumble every now and again.

Branch Grove, Halifax County

A Rural Landmark

in Need of Rescue

I

(aka: Why We Need Your Support)

f Branch Grove in Halifax County
were a cat, it would be well beyond
its nine lives—and yet still alive.
The important late-Federal tripartite
house, birthplace of Alpheus Branch, the
founder of BB&T (Branch Banking and
Trust…and no, “Branch”
doesn’t refer to a bank
branch) has to be moved.
Over the last nine years,
PNC has had numerous
potential purchasers for the
house, but the dilemma
has continually been the
need for a suitable site. The
nearby farm sites are too big

and too expensive—and rarely come on
the market. Head a mile west, and you’d
have to cross the main north-south line
of CSX Railroad. We’ve been stuck.
Recently we’ve seen a glimmer of
hope. A family with numerous nearby
parcels is willing to work
with PNC on a site for
the house!
It’s not a day too soon.
This house is quickly
deteriorating after being
vacant for at least three
decades.
We’re working on it,
and we’ll need your help!
23
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in Need of Rescue

(aka: Why We Need Your Support)

properties that PNC is planning to
acquire. Within the first two years,
PNC seeks to renovate five houses
within one block on Vance.
The other cluster surrounds a
house on Second Avenue that’s been
selected to be the “model house”
for the project. Mill houses always
surprise people; with high ceilings
and spacious rooms, they seem larger
than they look. The mill itself is on
Second Avenue so the model house
will have much higher visibility than

Wi n t e r 2 0 1 5 – 2 0 1 6

A Mill Village

the Vance Street houses. PNC plans
to renovate a handful of houses close
to the model house.
We are currently planning to
have an Open Village at Loray and
celebrate the opening of the Kessell
History Center in the mill (working
in collaboration with UNC’s Digital
Innovation Lab) on May 21–22,
2016. Keep a watch for more
information as the spring progresses,
and come to Gastonia to witness the
revival-in-progress.

Vance Street, Loray Mill Village, Gastonia
Documentary photo, Loray Mill and Mill Village, 1919, Gastonia

M

ost North Carolina natives
have textiles in their blood—
whether as descendants of
the owners or the operatives.
Mill villages were scattered all across
the state, providing housing for textile
workers who were recruited into town
from hardscrabble farms. Loray Mill
Village in Gastonia is one of the largest
in the country. Like many others, the
village at Loray Mill has suffered from
decades of decline. It was a place to leave
behind, if you could.
Yet the houses are well built of good
materials, and their size is perfect for
small households. The community is
laid out in a way that fit all the tenets of
New Urbanism.
With a remarkable $500,000 lowinterest loan (referred to as a ProgramRelated Investment or PRI) from The
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1772 Foundation of Newport RI, PNC
is in the process of acquiring houses to
renovate and resell for owner-occupancy.
In the first year, the goal is to fully
renovate 5–6 mill houses simultaneously
and start finding buyers. Since the part
of the mill village that is listed in the
National Register has nearly 500 houses,
PNC will be strategically selecting
clusters of houses where it can have the
most impact.
We’ll start with two clusters. Vance
Street is viewed as the most troubled
area in the mill village. Many houses are
vacant. And yet, Vance Street backs up
to the mill, which is undergoing a
$68 million renovation, and there’s a
new park just down the street. PNC will
be moving the four houses closest to
the mill, and repositioning two of them
on vacant lots on Vance, amidst other
25
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Bellamy Mansion
Museum

A

s the Bellamy Mansion Museum a lecture on Wilmington’s 1898 race riot.
continues to build visitor
In the room were descendants of those
numbers, volunteer support, and shot and those who led the political
in interpretation and programming,
takeover and a return to oppression.
it’s important for us to reflect on why
The discussion was enlightening and
we’re here. PNC and preservation
difficult—and conciliatory too.
visionaries in the Bellamy family saved
While this museum looks for
this site to become an educational
diversity in programming and new
center in American social history. The
audiences through jazz concerts, family
unique position of this place is that it
days, movie nights and parties it’s all in
contains a huge house, looming over
aid of the original educational vision.
a slave quarters, and that it was built
If, in some small way, we can inform
in 1861. The story that we tell every
people of where they came from, how
day is of enslaved African Americans,
American society has developed, and
a rich white planter family, and the
give them a sense of how best to move
ways in which their world worked. On
forward, then that’s the real measure of
top of that we get to interpret how
success for a place like this.
that world was about to explode and
change. In modern America that story
still resonates every day in our society.
It’s critical for people to see a site like
this because education is paramount in
informing a national discussion.
This year we’ve pushed our story
harder than ever. The completion and
ongoing interpretation of our slave
building has helped greatly. In February
a group of graduate students stayed
overnight there with members of the
Slave Dwelling Project. One student
noted next morning how isolated and
hemmed in he felt, even though he
Above: Slave Dwelling Project
Opposite top: Bellamy Mansion Museum
knew he could leave any time. He
understood, but couldn’t envision, how event
Opposite bottom: Slave Quarters Building
an entire society existed that way for
centuries. In the past few weeks we held
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T

his year, the 40th anniversary
of our revolving fund, we
visited some old friends.
At a Preservation Celebration
in June, guests enjoyed wine and
cheese on a sunny Sunday afternoon
at the 1798 Hanes (Hoehns) Farm
in Clemmons, where Tom Gray and
Paul Zickell have recently completed
a careful restoration of the early
Moravian house. Tom was chairman
of the board of directors of both
of PNC’s predecessor organizations
in the 1970s, and his preservation
accomplishments are numerous.
PNC was donated an easement on
the house and adjoining acreage by
the Hanes family in 2008. Without
the easement, the property would
have no doubt faced considerable
development pressure before being
purchased by Tom and Paul.
In September we celebrated our
revolving fund’s 40th anniversary
at our 40th annual conference
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Revisiting Old Friends
in Salisbury, site of PNC’s first
conference in 1976. The occasion
also marked the 40th anniversary of
the Historic Salisbury Foundation’s
revolving fund. We gathered
leading professionals from across
the country to highlight revolving
funds and the transformative work
they can accomplish. Salisbury
provided an ideal setting, as the
local revolving fund has played a
huge role in the transformation of
the historic town. Ed Clement of
Salisbury, one of the founders and
an early chair of PNC’s revolving
fund as well as founding president
of Historic Salisbury Foundation,
inspired the audience with a rousing
call to action. His message was
simple: there’s much preservation
work left to do, and revolving funds
are still one of the best preservation
tools out there.
Nearly 500 participants met and
mingled in Salisbury, while enjoying
food, drink, conversation and
entertainment.
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Special Thanks to
Our Board!

Where There’s a Will,
There’s a Way . . .

U

Clockwise, from top left: caption,
caption, caption, caption
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A special shout out to current PNC board
member Ed Norvell and his wife Susan
for opening their 1849 home for one of
our many events during the conference.

sually in this column, we are urging you to consider making
a planned gift to PNC for warm and fuzzy reasons. This
issue, let us tell you a cautionary tale. After all, Halloween is
not a distant memory.
Several years ago, a very generous lady left her historic mountain
cottage to her favorite historical organization in her will. Her
husband’s family had built the cottage almost a century earlier,
and she had it listed in the National Register of Historic Places.
However, she did not specify that the property be sold with
protective covenants. Moreover, the historical organization didn’t
place covenants on the property before putting it on the market.
The cottage wasn’t in the geographic area of the organization’s work,
and the group sought to get a maximum return from the gift.
Within days of the sale, her treasured cottage was destroyed. Two
houses now sit where the cottage once sat.
I’m sure that it was not the intention of the donor to have her
much loved cottage destroyed by the beneficiary of her generosity,
but that can and will happen. If you plan to donate a historic
property to your favorite charity (other than PNC, of course), such
as a university, church, social service organization, historical society
or other, please make sure that the property is protected by a PNC
preservation easement or covenants before you make the gift (dead
or alive).
Even putting generic instructions in your will to protect the
property may not be enough. I’ll save that story for next Halloween.
PNC’s legal name is The Historic Preservation Foundation of
North Carolina, Inc., and its tax-ID number is 56-1145386. It is a
501(c)3 public charity.
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